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We must read to have fun

reading

September
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red, white, black
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daddy</td>
<td>Cuts the lawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mummy</td>
<td>Washes the dishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me</td>
<td>Dust the chairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1) My family goes to the beach,
2) watches television,
3) play games
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1) clean
2) hands
3) hair
4) clothes
5) teeth
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1) ______________
2) 5th October
Ramleela is celebrated by Hindus. Ramleela is a story acted out in playgrounds. The story tells how Sita, the wife of Lord Rama was saved from a bad king, Raavan.
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1) Hindus
2) deyas
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1) Children dress up in costume
2) Children are given candies by the neighbours
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1) cemeteries
2) On graves
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1) Every child must a name
2) Every child must go to school
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1) Jesus Christ was born on Christmas day
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1) Red, white and black
2) September 24th
3) the flag
4) To have fun
5) the festival of lights
6) Keeping our bodies clean
7) parents
8) responsible
9) to go to school
10) smile

11) cemeteries
12) hands
13) go to the movies, visit relatives
14)
   a) Halloween
   b) Christmas
   c) Ramleela
   d) Phagwa*
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On 1st January
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1) Valentine’s Day is on the 14th of February
2) I give my mother hugs, kisses, chocolates, flowers
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1) calypsos
2) masqueraders
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1) Ash Wednesday
2) Lent
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1) Christians
2) to church
3) Jesus Christ
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1) Phagwa is known as the festival of colour
2) They spray abeer, a coloured powder on each other.
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1) Christians
2) It celebrates Jesus rising after dying
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1) The Baptists
2) By clapping, beating drum and dancing
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1) January
2) come to school on time
3) to keep us safe
4) look left, right and left again
5) land mark
6) to grow crops
7) do not drink and drive, obey traffic lights
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8) put litter in bins
9) to drink, bathe and cook
10) parents and teachers
11) put them in the wash baskets
12) ______________
13) Monday and Tuesday
14) Jesus Christ
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15) 
   a) False
   b) True
   c) True
   d) True
16) carnival, Ash Wednesday, Valentine, Easter
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1) Floods can damage crops, kill animals, make water dirty
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1) Store canned food, bottled water
2) Have a first aid kit
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1) Mother’s Day is celebrated on the second Sunday in May.
2) I make her breakfast
3) I give her gifts, cards, hugs
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1) Fatel Razack
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1) Christians
2) Body of Christ
3) Planting crops
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1) third Sunday in June
2) watch television
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1) Better working conditions
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1) Muslims go to a Temple to pray. **False**
2) The month of fasting is called Ramadan. **True**
3) Muslims fast from dawn to dusk. **True**
4) Muslims don’t give charity. **False**
1) sunny, rainy, windy, cloudy
2) earthquake, hurricane, flood
3) storing canned food
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4) crops get destroyed
5) 
   a) When there is an earthquake take cover under a table. True
   b) It is safe to play in the road. False
   c) Earthquakes destroy buildings and roads. True
   d) Litter is also called waste. True
   e) Labour day is celebrated in May. False*

6) May
7) strong winds and heavy rain
8) The East Indians
9) Fatel Razack
10) June
11) the body of Christ
12) Labour day